WHAT DOES A REMOTE
SECURITY AUDIT LOOK AT?

1

Policies

Checking that IT policies (such as
email, BYOD and internet use) take
into account remote access, new or
evolving operating practices.

2 Accounts and
passwords

Evaluating account activity to identify
accounts that are no longer needed,
lockouts, suspicious activity and
temporarily inactive accounts.

3

Network

Reviewing firewall or gateway
devices for firmware updates,
security vulnerabilities and address
access rules that may no longer
be required.

Due to changes in how many businesses are working, you may have developed additional
cybersecurity vulnerabilities. To understand how vulnerable your organisation is, register for
one of ten available free remote security audits. During the audit, K3’s experts will remotely
access your systems and review business-critical IT security weak spots including but not
limited to the following.

4 Security software
Running external penetration tests to
highlight vulnerabilities in your digital
perimeter and checking for the
presence of essential security software.

5 Systems
Examining server and endpoint
operation system and application
update status, and where critical
updates or patches need to
be applied.

AFTER THE REMOTE
SECURITY AUDIT
Risk score and report:

We compile our findings into a
comprehensive report. We also issue a risk
score which highlights exactly what level of
risk your business is operating with.

Recommendations:
We advise whether and additional
procedures, IT infrastructure or software
needs to be defined, reviewed or
implemented. You are under no obligation
to purchase remedial or preventative
security solutions from K3.

6 Backup and DR

Analysing if remote devices on
your network are backing up as
intended, and that DR provision
accounts for new risks and
operational considerations.

K3 is currently o�ering 10 remote security audits free of charge for a limited time only. Valued at £2,000.00 + VAT each and completed in just two working days with no
disruption, this is a fantastic opportunity to gain critical insights without the upfront investment.
For a chance to claim a free security audit, email enquiries@k3btg.com with the subject line ‘Remote Security Audit’ or get in touch here. Terms and conditions apply.

